Welcome to Sahn Eddar
Burj Al Arab
An Architectural Icon

A

rabic for “reception of the house”, is located
at the base of world’s tallest atrium, Sahn Eddar
provides the perfect place to meet. Linger over
morning coffee or Afternoon tea and watch the 42
meter water column leap skywards towards the peak
of the atrium.
Inspired by a seafaring tradition, Burj Al Arab presides
over the shifting sands and sea of the Arabian Gulf. Its
sail-like form towering 321m above a man-made island is
a tribute to opulence, ingenuity and the Arabian spirit.
In 1994 the world’s first seven star hotel began to rise
up from the Arabian Gulf, opening five years later, the
billowing dhow sail pays a fitting tribute to the nations
seafaring heritage.
Already a considerable engineering challenge, the
dazzling white fabric of the sail was achieved by sun
bleaching multiple fabric samples over several weeks
until the desired shade of white was achieved. The
protective coating ensures that Dubai’s climate and the
Shamal winds do not effect the fabric’s intensity. This
relentless search for perfection is a true testament to the
quality that is expected from Burj al Arab.
The Burj Al Arab has become Dubai’s globally
recognised icon. It is a masterpiece of engineering and
design symbolising the history of the United Arab
Emirates and one which truly placed Dubai on the
luxury tourism map.

Burj Al Arab constructions begins
in 1994 and opens in 1999.

The Burj Al Arab Afternoon Tea

AED

FROM 3.00 PM - 5.30 PM

Glass of Champagne Louis Roederer Brut or Sparking Dates Juice
Choice of Hot Beverage or Signature Hot Chocolate
Selection of Sandwiches by our Chef Andrea Migliaccio
Selection of Pastries by our Chef Tom Coll
Scones Double Cream and Jams

590/490

Teatime Pastry
FROM 12 PM – 6 PM

Homemade scones served with clotted cream and jam (2 pieces)		40
French Toast, Vanilla ice-cream, Mixed berries		80
Praline rose Ile Flottante, Crème Anglaise infused with orange blossom		80

Pastry Selection
FROM 12 PM – 10.30 PM

Selection from pastry trolley		80
Umm Ali		80
Assorted Chocolate		40
Assorted Arabic Pastries		40

Burj Al Arab Grand

Entrance. On arrival guests
will be tempted to linger in the
lobby, where water features
and colourful aquarium bring
drama and enchantment to
spectacular 180m high atrium.

ALL PRICES ARE IN UAE DIRHAMS AND INCLUSIVE OF 10% MUNICIPALITY FEES, 7% SERVICE CHARGE AND VALUE ADDED TAX
(V) VEGETARIAN (GF) GLUTEN-FREE (N) CONTAINS NUTS (D) CONTAINS DAIRY (A) CONTAINS ALCOHOL (S) SHELLFISH

